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Introduction
We give an overview of the logics which are mainly used to 
formally model the mental states in multiagent systems.

The predominant approach has been to use modal logics to do it.

We want to be able to model mental states of an agent, such as:

John believes that it rains

In classical logic this might be expressed as:

Bel(John, rain)

However Bel cannot be seen as an operator of classical logic.
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Bel(agent, φ)

The second argument of Bel is a formula, and not a term as 
required by the syntax of classical logic. 

The operators of classical logic are truth functional: they are 
defined as functions of the truth-values of their arguments. Instead, 
Bel is not truth functional.

Intention operators such as belief are referentially opaque: they set 
up a context in which is not possible to substitute φ with an 
equivalent formula, as in classical logic.

Possible solutions:
• use modal logic, providing non truth-functional modal operators
• use a meta-language
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The semantics of modal logic is usually given in terms of possible 
worlds, developed by Hintikka and Kripke.

Each world represents one state of affairs considered possible by 
the agent. Something true in all worlds could be said to be 
believed by the agent.

Consider for instance an agent playing cards, which knows only 
the cards it possesses. Each configuration of the cards of all 
players, consistent with what it knows, is a possible world.

In the following we will mainly refer to propositional logic.
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Propositional logic

Syntax:

Formulas are built from atomic propositions, taken from a set P, 
and truth-functional connectives.

A well-formed formula (wff) of the language LP is
• p
• ϕ ∨ ψ 
• ¬ϕ

where p ∈ P and ϕ, ψ ∈ LP
Other connectives can be derived: ϕ ⇒ ψ ≡ ¬ϕ ∨ ψ
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Propositional logic: semantics

Semantics defines a satisfiability relation M ⊨ ϕ of a formula in a 
model.

M ⊆ P is an interpretation (set of atomic propositions that are true)

• M ⊨ p   iff p ∈ M
• M ⊨ ϕ ∨ ψ iff  M ⊨ ϕ  or  M ⊨ ψ
• M ⊨ ¬ϕ iff   M ⊭ ϕ
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Modal logic: syntax

The modal logic LM is LP extended with two modal operators: 
and ⃟.   Wff are:

• p
• ϕ ∨ ψ 
• ¬ϕ
• ϕ
• ⃟ϕ

where p ∈ P and ϕ, ψ ∈ LM

The two modal operators capture two different modes of truth: 
possibility and necessity.

⃟rain - it is possible that it rains

rain - it is necessary that it rains
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Modal logic
The two modal operators are duals of each other:

ϕ ≡ ¬⃟¬ϕ

It would be possible to take only one as primitive, and derive the 
other one.

The semantics of modal logics is usually given in terms of sets of 
possible worlds. A world can be thought of as a possible state of 
affairs, each corresponding to an interpretation in LP.

The structure of a model is captured by relating different worlds via 
a binary accessibility relation. A formula is possible (necessary) in 
a given world if it is true in some (all) accessible worlds.
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Modal logic

p, q

p, ¬q

p, q

w0

w1

w2

p, q

p, ¬q

p, q

p is true at w0, w1 and w2. 

p is true at w0.

⃟q       is true at w0.
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Modal logic: semantics
A model M is a triple <W, L, R>, where W is the set of worlds,     
R ⊆ W × W is an accessibility relation, and L: W → 2P gives the 
set of propositions true at a world.

The satisfiability relation M,w |= ϕ is indexed by a possible world 
w.

• M,w ⊨ p   iff p ∈ L(w)
• M,w ⊨ ϕ ∨ ψ iff M,w ⊨ ϕ  or  M,w ⊨ ψ
• M,w ⊨ ¬ϕ iff M,w ⊭ ϕ
• M,w ⊨ ϕ iff (∀w': R(w,w') ⇒ M,w' ⊨ ϕ)
• M,w ⊨ ⃟ϕ iff (∃w': R(w,w') ⇒ M,w' ⊨ ϕ)

A formula ϕ is valid if it is true in all model/world pair. 
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Properties of modal logic

Two basic properties of modal logic follow from the semantics:

- the following axiom schema is valid:

(ϕ ⇒ ψ) ⇒ ( ϕ ⇒ ψ)   axiom K

-if ϕ is valid, then ϕ is valid       necessitation

If the operator is interpreted as a knowledge operator, this 
implies that agent’s knowledge is closed under logical 
consequence: logical omniscience.
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Correspondence theory

Several interesting properties of modal logics are related to 
properties of the accessibility relation.

Axiom schema condition on R

T ϕ ⇒ ϕ reflexive ∀w ∈ W. (w,w) ∈ R

D ϕ ⇒ ⃟ϕ serial ∀w ∈ W. ∃ w' ∈ W. (w,w') ∈ R

4 ϕ ⇒ ϕ transitive ∀w,w',w’'' ∈ W. ((w,w') ∈ R ∧
(w',w'') ∈ R) ⇒ (w,w'') ∈ R

5 ⃟ϕ ⇒ ⃟ϕ Euclidean ∀w,w',w'' ∈ W. ((w,w') ∈ R ∧
(w,w'') ∈ R) ⇒ (w',w'') ∈ R
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Modal systems

By combining the above axioms, we obtain various systems:

KT4  is known as S4

KD45  is known as weak-s5

KTD45   is known as S5

axiom K holds always: normal logics.

The validity problem for these logics is decidable, and, as far as 
complexity is concerned, is PSPACE complete. 
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Dynamic logic

Can be thought of as the modal logic of actions. This logic allows 
to reason about regular programs, i.e. regular expressions built by 
composing atomic action.

The language LD of dynamic logic makes use of the language LR of 
regular programs. Let A be a set of atomic action symbols.

LR :
• a
• p;q sequence
• p + q nondeterministic choice
• p* iteration
• ϕ? test

where a ∈ A,  p,q ∈ LR  and ϕ ∈ LD
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Dynamic logic
LD :

• α
• ϕ ∨ ψ 
• ¬ϕ
• [p]ϕ
• 〈p〉ϕ

where α ∈ P, p ∈ LR  and ϕ, ψ ∈ LD

The intuitive meaning of [p]ϕ is 
"whenever p terminates, it must do so in a state satisfying ϕ".

The intuitive meaning of 〈p〉ϕ is 
"it is possible to execute p and terminate in a state satisfying ϕ".
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Semantics
A model M is a triple <W, L, δ> where W and L are as before, 
and δ ⊆ W × A × W is a transition relation. We can define a class 
of accessibility relations based on LR:

• Ra(w,w')   iff δ(w,a,w')

• Rp;q(w,w')   iff ∃ w'': Rp(w,w'') and Rq(w'',w')

• Rp+q(w,w')   iff  Rp(w,w') or Rq(w,w')

• Rp*(w,w')   iff Rp* is the reflexive transitive closure of Rp

• Rϕ?(w,w)   iff M,w |=w ϕ

• M,w ⊨ 〈p〉ϕ iff  ∃ w': Rp(w,w')  and M,w' ⊨ ϕ

• M,w ⊨ [p]ϕ iff   ∀ w': Rp(w,w') ⇒ M,w' ⊨ ϕ
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Induction axiom
Dynamic logic provides an induction axiom

(ϕ ∧ [p*](ϕ ⇒ [p]ϕ)) ⇒ [p*]ϕ

if ϕ is true initially, and the truth of ϕ is preserved by the program 
p, then ϕ will be true after any number of iterations of p.
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Temporal logic

Temporal logic is modal logic of time.

There are many variants of temporal logics. We will consider only 
the case where time:

• is discrete
• has an initial moment 
• is infinite into the future

and there are only future-tense operators (no past)

Linear-time logic: the time structure is linear

Branching-time logic: the time structure is a tree
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Linear Temporal Logic (LTL)
The underlying structure of time is a totally ordered set 
(isomorphic to the natural numbers).

Formulas of Propositional Linear Temporal Logic (PLTL) are:

• p
• α ∨ β 
• ¬ α
• Xα
• α U β

where p ∈ P and α, β  ∈ PLTL

Xα ("nexttime α") means that α holds in the next moment
α U β (" α until β ") is true at a moment t iff β holds at a future 
moment t' and α holds on all moments between t and t'.
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Linear Temporal Logic

Other temporal operators can be derived:

Fα ≝ true U α  ("eventually α")

Gα ≝ ¬ F ¬α (" always α")

Semantics: a model M is a linear time structure <S, x, L> where
• S is a set of states
• x: ℕ → S  is an infinite sequence of states (ℕ: natural numbers)
• L: S → 2P gives the set of propositions true at each state

If x=(s0,s1,s2,…) then xi will denote the suffix (si,si+1,si+2,…)
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LTL: semantics

• M,x ⊨ p   iff p ∈ L(s0)
• M,x ⊨ α ∨ β  iff  M,x ⊨ α  or  M,x ⊨ β
• M,x ⊨ ¬ α iff   M,x ⊭ α
• M,x ⊨Xα iff M,x1 ⊨α
• M,x ⊨α U β   iff ∃j(M,xj ⊨ β  and ∀k<j(M,xk ⊨α))

Example: the following induction formula is valid

(α ∧ G(α ⇒ Xα)) ⇒ Gα
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LTL and automata on infinite words

A Büchi automaton has exactly the same structure as a traditional 
finite state automaton, but it accepts infinite words. Given an 
alphabet, the automation consists of a set of states S, a transition 
function δ, a set of initial states S0 and a set of accepting states F. 

Informally, an infinite word w is accepted by the automaton if it is 
compatible with δ (it is an infinite path in the graph of the 
automaton) and at least one state in F appears infinitely often in w.

It is well known that, given an LTL formula φ built from a set of 
propositions P, it is possible to construct a Büchi automaton over 
the alphabet 2P that accepts exactly the infinite sequences satisfying 
φ.
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To prove the validity of an LTL formula φ, we can show that its 
negation is unsatisfiable. This can be done by building the 
automaton for ¬φ, and showing that the language of accepted 
infinite words is empty.

The latter step can be carried out in linear time with respect to the 
size of the automaton, whereas the size of the automaton can be 
exponential with respect to the size of φ.
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Branching Temporal Logic

The underlying structure of time has a branching tree-like nature 
where each moment may have many successor moments (infinite 
tree).

In branching time logic we can formulate path formulas, as in 
PLTL, or state formulas, dealing with all outgoing paths from a 
state.

There is a general form of this logic, CTL*, and a simplified 
version, CTL.
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CTL*: syntax
State formulas:

• p
• α ∨ β 
• ¬ α
• Aπ
• Eπ

where p ∈ P,  α,β are state formulas, and π is a path formula

Path formulas:
• α
• π ∨ ρ 
• ¬ π
• Xπ
• π U ρ

where α is a state formula, and π,ρ  are path formulas
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CTL* and CTL
A means "for all futures", i.e. on all outgoing paths

E means "for some future", i.e. on some outgoing path

As usual, A and E are duals.

CTL restricts the syntax by disallowing boolean combination and 
nesting of linear-time operators.

Path formulas in CTL are
• Xα
• α U β

where α, β are state formula
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Semantics
A model M is a triple <S, T, L> where S and L are as for LTL, 
whereas, informally, T is an infinite tree whose nodes are states.

Given a model M, the semantics of state formulas refers to a 
state (M,s ⊨α) and the semantics of a path formula refers to a 
path(M,x ⊨ π).

For instance:

• M, s0 ⊨ Aπ iff ∀path x = (s0,s1,s2,…). M,x ⊨ π
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Nonmonotonic logic
Often available knowledge is incomplete.  

However, to model commonsense reasoning,  it is necessary to be 
able to jump to plausible conclusions from the given knowledge.

To draw plausible conclusions it is necessary to make assumptions.

The choice of assumptions is not blind: most of the knowledge on
the world is given by means of general rules which specify typical 
properties of objects. For instance, "birds fly" means: birds 
typically fly, but there can be exceptions such as penguins, 
ostriches, ...
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Nonmonotonic logic
Nonmonotonic reasoning deals with the problem of deriving 
plausible conclusions, but not infallible, from a knowledge base (a 
set of formulas).

Since the conclusions are not certain, it must be possible to retract
some of them if new information shows that they are wrong.

Classical logic is inadequate since it is monotonic:

if a formula β is derivable from a set of formulas P, then β is also 
derivable from any superset of P. 

P | β ⇒ P∪{α} | β ,   for each formula α.
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Nonmonotonic logic
Example: 

KB: Typically birds fly.
Penguins do not fly.
Tweety is a bird.

It is plausible to conclude that Tweety flies.

However if the following information is added to KB  

Tweety is a penguin

the previous conclusion must be retracted and, instead, the new
conclusion that Tweety does not fly will hold.
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Nonmonotonic logic

The statement  "typically A" can be read as: "in the absence of 
information to the contrary, assume  A".

The problem is to define the precise meaning of "in the absence of 
information to the contrary". 

The meaning could be: "there is nothing in KB that is inconsistent 
with assumption A".
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Default logic (Reiter)
Allows non standard inference rules to express properties which 
hold by default.

For instance:
bird(x) : fly(x)

fly(x)   

can be read: "if x is a bird and it can be consistently assumed to fly, 
then you can infer that x flies".

In general, a default rule has the form:

α : β
γ

whose intuitive reading is: "if α holds and β can be consistently 
assumed, then we can infer γ".
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Default logic
A default theory is a pair <W,D>, where W is a set of first order 
formulas and D is a set of default rules.

Let <W,D> be a closed default theory and E a set of formulas. We
define E0= W and, for each i ≥ 0,

Ei+1= Th(Ei) ∪ { γ :  (α : β / γ ) ∈ D  and  α ∈ Ei and  ¬β∉ E }

where Th(X) is the set of all logical consequences of X.

E is an extension of <W,D>  iff E = ∪i=0,ω Ei

This is not a constructive definition, since E occurs in the definition 
of Ei+1. 
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Logic programming

Negation in Prolog is not classical negation, but negation as 
failure.

A negated goal ?- not p is evaluated according to the following 
rule (NAF):

?- not p succeeds if  ?- p fails finitely;

?- not p fails if  ?- p succeeds.

Negation as failure introduces nonmonotonicity in Logic 
Programming: a goal may succeed from a program P, but fail if 
new clauses are added to P.
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Negation as failure

fly(x) ← bird(x) ∧ not abnormal(x)
bird(x) ← penguin(x)
bird(tweety)
abnormal(x) ← penguin(x)

The goal ?- fly(tweety) succeeds because the proof of 

?- abnormal(tweety)

fails finitely.

If we add  the fact  penguin(tweety), the goal ?- fly(tweety) fails 
because the proof of

?- abnormal(tweety)
succeeds.
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Deontic logic
Deontic logic is a modal logic of obligation and permission.

The two modal  operators O (obligation) and P (permission) 
correspond to the operators and ⃟. In particular P is dual of O.

Usually it is modeled as a KD system, i.e. a normal modal logic 
with the axiom:

Op ⇒ Pp

It is possible to define a forbidden operator (F) as:

Fp ≡ ¬Pp
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Knowledge and belief
The modal operator can be interpreted as a knowledge (K) or 
belief (B) operator.

Kϕ is read as "the agent knows that ϕ" (the same for B)

Let us see how well normal modal logic serves as a logic of 
knowledge/belief. Any normal modal system satisfies the 
following properties:

K(ϕ ⇒ ψ) ⇒ (Kϕ ⇒ Kψ)      axiom K

if ϕ is valid, then Kϕ is valid   necessitation

The necessitation rule tells that an agent knows all valid formulas.
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Properties of knowledge and belief
Assume that ψ is a logical consequence of  ϕ. Then ϕ ⇒ ψ must 
be valid. According to necessitation, this formula is also known by 
an agent (K(ϕ ⇒ ψ)). If the agent also knows ϕ (Kϕ), then, by 
axiom K, it must know ψ.
If our agent knows Peano's axioms, then it must know that Fermat's last theorem 
is true, since this theorem follows from Peano's axioms.

This is the controversial logical omniscience problem. 

To overcome this problem, other approaches to knowledge and 
belief have been proposed.
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Axioms for knowledge and belief

Let us see now how axioms D, T, 4 and 5 apply to knowledge and 
belief.

Axiom D says that an agent's knowledge is non-contradictory

Kϕ ⇒ ¬K¬ϕ

"if the agent knows ϕ then it doesn't know ¬ϕ".

Reasonable for both knowledge and belief.

Axiom T:

Kϕ ⇒ ϕ (what is known is true)

It is acceptable for knowledge but not for belief (one could believe 
something which is false).
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axioms
4 Kϕ ⇒ KKϕ positive introspection axiom

5 ¬Kϕ ⇒ K(¬Kϕ)     negative introspection axiom

Positive and negative introspection axiom together imply an 
agent has perfect knowledge about what it does and doesn't 
know. 

Usually both are accepted.

The modal system S5 is often chosen as a logic of knowledge, 
and weak-S5 as a logic of belief.
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Quantified epistemic logics

In general, epistemic formulas may contain variables and 
quantifiers:

∀x. K p(x) ⇒ q(x)

The possible worlds semantics is extended by giving a domain D 
and a mapping from terms to D (interpretation). Actually there is a 
domain D and a mapping for each world. There are various 
possibilities:

• D is fixed for all worlds (constant domain assumption) or not

• a term has the same interpretation in all worlds (rigid 
interpretation) or not.
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In the more restrictive case, constant domain and rigid 
interpretation, the following formula holds (Barcan formula):

∀x. K ϕ(x)  ⇒ K ∀x. ϕ(x)

The two formulas:
(1) ∃x. K ϕ(x),   and
(2) K ∃x. ϕ(x)

have different meaning.

(1) gives a de re reading. There is a particular individual which the 
agent knows to have the property ϕ.

(2) gives a de dicto reading. The agent knows that there is an 
individual which has the property ϕ, but it does not know its name.
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Reasoning about actions
An intelligent agent must be able to reason about the effects of its 
actions (or those of other agents) on the world, but also on its
mental state.

Situation calculus (McCarthy and Hayes 1969)

Deals with:

• Situations: state of the world at some moment of time

• Fluents: propositions whose value depends on the situation

• Actions: cause a change in the state of the world (no explicit 
time – no duration of actions)
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Situation calculus
Example: Yale shooting problem (Hanks McDermott 1987)

Initially Fred is alive. John loads the gun, waits a while and then 
shoots killing Fred.

Fluents: loaded, alive

Actions: load, wait, shoot

Effects of actions:
load causes loaded
wait has no effects on the state
shoot causes ¬ alive, if before the gun was loaded
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Situation calculus
Situation calculus can be modeled in first order logic.

We can introduce a predicate holds(f, s) to give the truth value of 
fluent f in situation s,

and a term result(a, s) to represent the situation resulting from 
executing action a in situation s.

∀s. holds(loaded, result(load, s))

∀s. (holds(loaded, s) ⇒ holds(¬alive, result(shoot, s))
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Modal logic
We can define a modal logic with
• a modality [a] for each action a
• a modality Always representing an arbitrary sequence of actions

The effects of actions can be described as:
Always [load] loaded
Always (loaded ⇒ [shoot] ¬alive)

The modal semantics based on possible worlds models in a 
natural way the evolution of the dynamic system. Worlds 
correspond to situations, and fluents can have a different 
interpretation at each world.
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Frame problem

Usually an action affects only a limited number of fluents. How to 
express in a parsimonious way that everything else does not 
change?

This is called frame problem, because it corresponds to what 
happens in a film when we move from one frame to the next one.

Minimal change: a fluent keeps the previous value unless this is 
inconsistent in the new state.
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¬on1
on2
¬light_on

switch1

¬on1 ⇒ [switch1] on1
on1 ∧ on2  cause light_on

on1
on2
light_on

on2 persists, and on1 and on2 cause light_on, which blocks 
persistency of ¬light_on.
Persistence is non-monotonic: without the causal rule, light_on 
would persist.
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Reiter has proposed a solution to the frame problem, which 
formulates it in classical logic, by assuming completeness of the 
action rules.

For instance, if  the rules:

Always (α ⇒ [a]f)     and    Always (β ⇒ [a] ¬f)

describe all conditions under which action a can lead f to become 
true or false, then we have:

Always ([a]f  ⇔ ( α ∨ (f   ∧ ¬β)))

(this approach works if there are no causal rules)
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Formal theories of rational agency

There are various approaches

Cohen and Levesque's intention logic

Rao and Georgeff's BDI logics

Meyer et al. KARO framework

Wooldridge's LORA
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Cohen and Levesque's intention logic

The logic is concerned with specifying the "rational balance" 
needed among the beliefs, goals, plans, intentions, commitments,
and actions of autonomous agents.

The main objective is to explore the relationship that intention
plays in maintaining this balance.

Following Bratman, Cohen and Levesque argue that rational 
behavior should be analyzed in terms of beliefs, desires and 
intentions.
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Properties of intentions
• Intentions should satisfy the following properties:

• Intentions pose problems for agents, who need to determine ways of achieving 
them.

• Intentions provide a "filter" for adopting other intentions, which  must not 
conflict.

• Agents "track" the success of their intentions, and are inclined to try again if 
their attempts fail.

• Agents believe their intentions are possible.

• Agents do not believe they will not bring about their intentions.

• Under certain circumstances, agents believe they will bring about their 
intentions.

• Agents need not intend all the expected side effects of their intentions.
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Properties of intentions
Example: assume that an agent has a toothache and decides to have 
his tooth filled. The agent believes that the process of having his 
tooth filled will cause him much pain. Although the agent intends
to ask the dentist to fill his tooth, and, believing what he does, he is 
willing to put up with pain, the agent could surely deny that he
thereby intends to be in pain.

Bratman argues that what one intends is, loosely speaking, a subset 
of what one chooses.
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The logic
The logic has four primary modal operators

(BEL i ϕ)             agent i believes ϕ
(GOAL i ϕ)         agent i has goal of ϕ
(HAPPENS α)     action α will happen next
(DONE α)            action α has just happened

An action α can be a primitive event, or a complex action as in 
dynamic logic.

Other modal operators can be derived from these.
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The semantics

The semantics is given via possible worlds: each world is a discrete 
sequence of events, stretching infinitely into past and future.

The semantics of BEL and GOAL are given in the usual way, by 
assigning each agent a belief accessibility relation, and a goal
accessibility relation.
The belief accessibility relation is KD45.
The goal accessibility relation is KD.

It is assumed that each agent's goal relation is a subset of its belief 
relation.

Formulas are evaluated with respect to some possible world, and an 
"index" into that world, that is a point in the course of events.
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Derived modalities

The standard future time operators of temporal logic, (always) 
and ⃟ (sometime), can be defined as abbreviations, along with a 
"strict" sometime operator, LATER:

⃟ϕ ≡ ∃α. (HAPPENS α;ϕ?)
ϕ ≡ ¬⃟¬ϕ

(LATER ϕ) ≡ ¬ϕ ∧ ⃟ϕ
A temporal precedence operator, (BEFORE ϕ ψ), ϕ holds before ψ, 
can also be derived:
(BEFORE ϕ ψ) ≡ ∀α. (HAPPENS α;ψ?) ⇒ ∃β. (β ≤ α) ∧

(HAPPENS β;ϕ?)
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Achievement goals

Achievement goals are those the agent believes to be false:

(A-GOAL i ϕ) ≡ (GOAL i (LATER ϕ)) ∧ (BEL i ¬ϕ)

that is, i believes that ϕ is currently false, but it desires that in the 
future it to be eventually true.
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Persistent goals

(P-GOAL i ϕ)  ≡ (GOAL i (LATER ϕ)) ∧ (BEL i ¬ϕ) ∧
[BEFORE ((BEL i ϕ) ∨ (BEL i ¬ϕ))

¬(GOAL i (LATER ϕ))]

So, an agent has a persistent goal of ϕ if:
1. It has a goal that ϕ eventually becomes true, and believes that 

ϕ is not currently true (achievement goal)
2. Before it drops the goal, one of the following conditions must 

hold:
a) the agent believes the goal has been satisfied;
b) the agent believes the goal will never be satisfied.
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Intention
(INTEND i α) ≡ (P-GOAL i [DONE i (BEL i (HAPPENS α))? ; α])

Agent i intends to perform action α if it has a persistent goal to 
have brought about a state where it had just believed it was about 
to perform α, and then did α. The requirement that the agent be 
committed to believing he is about to do the intended action, 
avoid commitment do do the action accidentally or unknowingly.

"Intending that something becomes true" can be defined in a 
similar way.

Cohen and Levesque show that such a definition meets many of 
Bratman's criteria for a theory of intention.
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Rao and Georgeff's BDI logic
This logic differs from that of Cohen and Levesque in some 
aspects:

• Intentions are treated as first class citizens: there are three
modalities, BEL, GOAL and INTEND.

• Worlds are branching time temporal structures instead of linear
time structures.
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Informal semantics
Worlds are branching time temporal structures called time trees. A 
particular time point in a particular world is called a situation.

Primitive events uniquely determine the next time point in a time 
tree. The branches in a time tree can be viewed as representing the 
choices available to the agent at each moment of time.

It is possible to distinguish between the successful execution of 
events and their failure.

The temporal formulas are similar to those of CTL*, i.e. there are 
state formulas and path formulas.

Beliefs, goals and intentions are modeled in the usual way. In each 
situation there is a set of (belief/goal/intention)-accessible worlds.
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Informal semantics
The paper adopts a notion of strong realism. In particular it 
requires that the agent believe it can optionally achieve its goal, by 
carefully choosing the events it executes. This notion is enforced 
by requiring that, for each belief-accessible world w in a given 
situation, there must be a goal-accessible world which is a sub-
world of w.

Informally, a sub-world is a sub-tree of a world with the same 
truth-assignment formulas.

A similar relation hold between intentions and goals.
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The dentist example

d1

¬p, ¬f

p, f

d1

¬p, ¬f

¬p, f

d1

¬p, ¬f

p, f

d2
p,f

d1

¬p, ¬f

¬p, f

d2
¬p,f

d1

¬p, ¬f

p, f

d2
p,f

b ¬p, ¬f

Belief worlds                                Goal worlds        Intention worlds

Events:
d1: go to dentist 1
d2: go to dentist 2
b: go shopping

Facts:
p: pain
f: tooth filled
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The dentist example

The agent believes that it is inevitable that pain (p) always 
accompanies having a tooth filled (f).

However it has the goal to have the tooth filled without also 
having the goal to suffer pain. 

Similarly for intentions. The agent chooses to go to dentist 1 to 
have the tooth filled.
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The language

The language extend state formulas of CTL* with:

• BEL(ϕ), GOAL(ϕ), INTEND(ϕ)

• succeeds(e), fails(e), does(e), succeeded(e), failed(e), done(e),
where e is an event.

The formula succeeded(e) at time point t1 denotes the successful 
execution of event e from a previous time point t0 to t1. 
Analogously for failed(e).

succeeds(e) can be defined as AXsucceeded(e) (the event occurs 
on all paths emanating from the time point at which the formula is 
evaluated).
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Example

For instance, in the dentist example, one of the formulas that is 
true at t0 in all the intended worlds is succeeds(d1). Thus the agent 
intends succeeds(d1).

One of the goal formulas true in all goal accessible worlds is AFf, 
it is inevitable that eventually f.

This also implies that the agent believes that this goal is 
achievable, that is BEL(EFf), it is possible that eventually f.

_________________________________________

The belief accessibility relation is KD45.
The goal and intention accessibility relation is KD.
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Some properties
An E-formula is a formula that contains no positive occurrences 
of the A path quantifier outside the scope of a belief, desire, or 
intention modality.

The axiom of belief-goal compatibility states that if an agent 
adopts an E-formula α as a goal, the agent believes that formula

GOAL(α) ⇒ BEL(α)

For instance let α be EFp. Then, if  in all the goal-accessible 
worlds there is at least one path where eventually p becomes true, 
it must be the case that in all the belief-accessible worlds there is 
at least one path where eventually p is true.
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Commitments
Different kinds of commitments can be described by different 
axioms.

A blindly committed agent is one which maintains its intentions 
until it actually believes that it has achieved them.

INTEND(AFϕ) ⇒ A(INTEND(AFϕ) U BEL(ϕ))

Depending on whether the formula ϕ is an event formula or not, we 
can capture commitments to actions (i.e. means) or to conditions
that have to be true in the future (i.e. ends).
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Commitments
With single-minded commitment, an agent maintains its intentions 
as long as it believes that they are still options.

INTEND(AFϕ) ⇒ A(INTEND(AFϕ) U (BEL(ϕ)  ∨ ¬BEL(EFϕ)))

This requirement can be relaxed by defining an open-minded agent 
to be one which maintains its intentions as long as these intentions 
are still its goals.

INTEND(AFϕ) ⇒ A(INTEND(AFϕ) U (BEL(ϕ)  ∨ ¬GOAL(EFϕ)))
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Variants of the logic
The primary focus of Rao and Georgeff's work was to explore the 
possible interrelationships between beliefs, desires, and intentions 
from the perspective of semantic characterization. In order to do 
this, they defined a number of possible interrelationships between 
belief, desire, and intention accessibility relations.

For instance they consider the case when a relation is a subset of 
another, combining this with the sub-world relation.

Putting these relations together, they show in various papers how 
to define a range of BDI logical systems with different relations 
between beliefs, desires, and intentions. These results are also
presented in Wooldridge's book.
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KARO
The KARO framework has been proposed by van der Hoek, van 
Linder and Meyer.

The system combines the notion of knowledge and belief with that
of abilities, results and opportunities to do actions.

The abilities of an agent are formalized via the Ai operator:

Aiα denotes the fact that agent i has the ability to do α.

Complex actions are formulated by means of dynamic logic.

It is possible to formulate properties like

Ki[doi(α)]ϕ ⇒ [doi(α)] Kiϕ
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In the KARO framework, the mental attitudes of the agent are 
dynamic: actions can affect the state of the agent. Example: the 
action (revise ϕ).

Practical possibility of executing an action is defined as:

PracPossi(α, ϕ)  ≝ 〈doi(α)〉ϕ ∧ Aiα

Cani(α, ϕ)   ≝ Ki PracPossi(α, ϕ)

Cannoti(α, ϕ)   ≝ Ki ¬PracPossi(α, ϕ)
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Motivational attitudes in KARO
Wishes (Wiϕ) are the most primitive motivational attitude.

The implementability operator ⃟ can be defined as:

⃟iϕ holds iff there is a sequence of actions a1,…,ak such that 
PracPossi((a1;…;ak), ϕ)

The select operator (Ciϕ), chooses a wish.

A goal Goaliϕ is defined as a wish that is selected, not fulfilled 
yet but implementable:

Goaliϕ ≝ Wiϕ ∧ ¬ϕ ∧ ⃟iϕ ∧ Ciϕ

Furthermore, agents can commit to execute certain actions.


